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1 An Introduction to String Topology and 
the Statement of the Main Theorem
Throughout this manuscript AI denotes a connected, oriented smooth man­
ifold unless otherwise stated. We shall follow the terminology and notations 
of [5].
We think of the unit circle, S1, as the quotient K/Z. The marked point 
of the circle is the image of 0 in this quotient.
A loop in M  is a continuous map from S1 to AI. The five loop space L M  
of AI is the space of all loops in AI. If /  : Sl —► AI is a loop in AI then the 
image of the marked point of Sl is called the marked point of the loop / .
We denote the integral homology of LAI by homology H .(il/) and is 
equipped with an associative product called loop product (see [5]) denoted by 
•. The loop product has degree —rf, where d is the dimension AI namely
• : Hj(A/) ® Hj(A/) -» E i+j-,t{M).
T heorem  (Chas-Sullivan [5]) For a connected closed oriented smooth man­
ifold AI, (Iffl._(j(iU), •) is a graded commutative algebra.
Let i : AI —► LA/ be the inclusion map that sends each point m  in AI to 
the constant loop a t m. This induces a map in homology, also denoted by i,
i : H.(AI) -> U.(AI).
Also, there is a map p which sends every loop in LAI to its marked points. We 
denote the induced map on homologies also by p. It is clear that p o i — id,\t 
even at the chain level, therefore
p o i  — idn.(M)
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
proving that, i is injective. There is a canonical decomposition
.4,u =  Ker p mxl pAlil =  idKmlil)- p
P ro p o sitio n  1.1  (See j5j) i : H.(AI) —* is a map of graded algebras
where the multiplication on H.(M) is the intersection product denoted by O. 
Therefore. one can regard (IHI.(A/), •) as an extension o f A).
D efinition 1.2  We shall say that an oriented closed manifold M  has non­
trivial extended loop pmducts if the restriction of the loop product to .4a/ is 
nontrivial.
D efinition 1.3 Let M  be a closed 3-manifold. We call M  algebraically 
hyperbolic if it is a A’(«, 1) (asphcrical) and its fundamental group has no 
rank 2 abelian subgroup.
Note that any finite cover of a algebraically hyperbolic manifold is also 
algebraically hyperbolic.
The following is the main theorem of this manuscript:
T heorem  1.4 Let M  be an oriented closed 3-manifold. I f  AI is not alge­
braically hyperbolic then M  or a double cover of M  has nontrivial extended 
loop pmducts.
I f  i\I is algebraically hyperbolic then M  and all its finite covers have trivial 
extend loop products.
From now on we identify H,{AI) with its image under i. Consequently p 
projects H.(A/) onto i{H.{M))  C M.{M).
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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We refer to H,(A7) by loop homology. If [a] e  ttj (AI) is a conjugacy class 
then (LA/)[„) denotes the corresponding connected component in LA/ and 
H.(A/ ) 0 its integral homology (Sec Appendix I).
If a  and /? are two loops with the same marked points, their composition, 
nj3, is also a loop defined as follows:
We give an informal description of loop product: given two homology 
classes in H,(A/), choose a chain representative for each one of them and 
consider the corresponding set of marked points. They form two chains in AI. 
If these two chains are not in transversal position, replace the representatives 
with appropriate ones so that the chains of their marked points intersect 
transversally. At each intersection point, compose the corresponding loops 
of each chain of loops. This process produces a new chain of loops. It is 
proven that this operation passes to homology (sec (5j).
R em ark  1.5 If AI is a closed manifold then the algebra (H.(A/),*) has 
a unit, described as follows. Since each point in AI can be regarded as a 
constant loop, a chain in M  gives rise to a chain in LA/. This map passes to 
homology. The image of the fundamental class of A/  under this map is the 
unit of ( H . ( jW ) , * ) .
R em ark  1.6 When AI is closed then the unit 6  H.(A/) is the image 
of the fundamental class of AI under p.
H.(A/) is also equipped with a self map of degree 1, denoted A, which can 
be described as follows. Consider the natural action of S1 on LAI: /  € LAI
Reproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and r €  § L =  R /Z,
r . f  : § ' -» AI 
(rf)(t) = n r  + t)
This action induces a map
//.(§ ' x LA/) -♦ //.(LA/).
Applying the Ki'nmcth formula one gets a map H i(S ') x M.{M)  —> H ,+i(A/), 
or
A : EL (A/) ->&L+1(A/)
A has the property that A’2 =  0 (see [5]).
Consider deviation of A from being a derivation with respect to •, namely
{a, 6} =  A« • b +  (—l) (i-<,)« • Ab -  A(n • b). (1.1)
It turns out (see [5]) that {.,.} is a derivation in each variable for •  i.e. 
{a, b • c} =  {a, /;} • c ±  b • {«, c}
and
{6 •  c. n} =  {b,«} •  c ±  b •  {c, «}.
Moreover satisfies the Jacobi identity for graded algebras (sec [5]). 
Therefore H . ( jU )  is also equipped with a graded Lie bracket of degree 1 -  d,
{ , } :  Hi(M) ® Ej (M)  -  Ei+j+^ tl(M).
It follows from the definition of {,} and the fact that A2 =  0 that A is a 
derivation with respect to {, } or
A{n.ft} =  {A«, 6} +  ( - l ) (,+1- d){«, A6} (1.2)
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
A Batalin-Vilkovsky algebra is a graded commutative algebra (A,«) with 
an operator of degree one A such that the binary operator {,},
=  Aa • b 4- (— • Aft — A(a • b),
is a derivation for • in each variable. This plus A2 =  0 implies that {,} 
satisfies Jacobi identity.
Theorem (Chas-Sullivan [5]): For a closed oriented smooth connected 
manifold A/, (H._d(A/), •, A) is a Batalin-Vilkovsky algebra.
Example 1.7 (see (5j) Let M  be a closed hyperbolic oriented 3-manifold.
As AI is aspherical then by lemma 3 in Appendix I, each component, of
(LA/)[n| is a A'(7r„ ,l) where 7Tn is the ccntralizer of a  in ~i(A/). If a  ^
1 € ~]{M) then it can be regarded as a hyperbolic element of a hyperbolic
subgroup of PSL{2,C). So its ccntralizer is the cyclic group generated by
a. Hence (LA/)[nj is a A'(Z. 1) and /1a/ — II •{ IJ A‘(Z, 1)). Therefore
|ci]E*i (M )
Aa; has homological dimension 1 which implies that the loop product is 
identically zero 011 A m ® .4a/ as a consequence of the absence of homology 
class of sufficiently large dimension. So oriented hyperbolic manifolds have 
trivial extended loop product.
The following Lemma will be useful to us and the proof can found in 
Appendix I.
Lemma:
(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the connected compo­
nents of LA/ and the conjugacy classes of Tt[(i\I).
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
G
(ii) Let a  G #r,(A/) and /  € LA/ be a loop representing o. Then there 
exists a short exact sequence
—  *i((LA/)w , / )  —  ^  ------ ► 0
(1.3)
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2 3-Manifolds with Finite Fundamental Group
In this section wc show that 3-manifolds with finite fundamental group have 
nontrivial extended loop products.
The following construction is valid for any oriented closed manifold A/. 
Let p be the based point for A/. Consider the 0-chain in LA/ that consists 
of the constant loop at p. It represent a  homology class e € Ho(A/). Given a 
chain c 6  LA/ whose set of marked points is transversal to p, then the loops 
in c whose marked points are p form a chain in the base loop space of QM.  
This induces a map of degree —d
D : HI,(A/)
On the other //.(flA /) is equipped with Poutryagin product. Indeed,
Lemma 2.1 (see [5j) n : (K(A/),») —> {//._,i(f!A/), x) is an algebra map 
where x is the Pontrgagin multiplication. In particular i f  A/ is a Lie group 
then fl is surjecMvc.
Proposition 2.2 S'1 has nontrivial extended loop products.
Pwof. Since S;l is a Lie group, by previous lemma D is surjective. (//.{HS3}, x) 
is a polynomial algebra with one generator of degree 2. Let X| € //,,(fiS:1) 
and x -2 6  //,(H S 3) be non-zero elements such that p.q > 3. Let «, € FT1 (.?;,■) 
for i = 1,2. Since =  0 for i > 3 wc have . By Lemma 2.1
n(«i •  «■_>) =  n(«i) x n,,(«2) =  X & 2 =£ o. therefore rq •  a i ^  0 □
Generally, wc do not know if fl is a natural map, but under certain assump­
tions it is. The next lemma deals with this aspect of fl.
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Lemma 2.3 Let AI and N  be two closed oriented n-manifolds arid p € N . 
For f  : AI —> N  which is transversal to p and / - 1(p) consists o f only one 




fn and / l  me the induced maps by f  on the homologies o f the based loop 
space and the free loop space.
Proof, We choose p and f ~ l {p) respectively as the base point of N  and M.  
We show that the above diagram is commutative even at the chain level.
Let k  : A”1 —► LA/ be a m-simplex in LAI. So for each x
k ( x ) : S1 -» AI.
If A*o : A'" — AI,
kQ(x) =  Ar(*)(0), 
is transversal to f ~ [{p) then consider the set A C  A"‘,
A - { * 6 A ” |t ( i ) ( 0) = r , (p)}-
A-|a is a chain in f i / - i (;,)A/ and n (k) =  A:|a- After composing with / ,  /o A ’|a 
is a chaiu in and
(/«on)(fc) =  /ofc|A.
On the other hand / l (A*) = f  o k  is a chain in LAr. Since ka is transversal 
to / ~ ’(p) and /  is transversal to p thus f  o ka is transversal to p. Since f ~ l
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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consists of only one point in M  then
{* €  A " |( /  o k)(x) = p) =  {x  e  A m\k(x)(Q) =  r l (p)} = A, 
therefore,
n o / L(fc) -  f o  At|a =  f a  O n{k).
□
Lemma 2.4 Let M be a 3-rnanifold which As a homotopy 3-sphere and 
pl.p>,...,pr 6  M . Then there As a homotopy equivalence f  : S‘J —► M  which 
is tmnsversul to all pi's and f ~ l (pi) consists of only one point fo r each i.
Proof. Consider a closed ball D C  S:}. Let /  be a diffeomorphism from D to 
a closed ball in D1 C M  where € D1 for all i.
f\oo  '■ dD  —> dD' can be extended to /  : S'A\  In tD ' —> M  \  In tD  as all 
the obstructions which are cohomology classes in
H‘l+l (S:i \  IntD ', dD \  -,,{M  \  IntD)).
vanish since AI \  In tD ' is contractible1.
Therefore wc have a map that /  : S '1 —» Ay which sends D' to D diffeo- 
morphic<ill3' and sends the complement of D' to the complement of D  and in 
particular it is transversal to p, and f ~ l(pi) consists of only one point in S,}.
We must show that /  is a homotopy equivalent. For this, it is enough to 
observe that it has degree one.
□
‘This t;un be proved using Mnyer-Vietrois exact sequence
Reproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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P ro p o sitio n  2.5 A closed, simply connected 3-manifold M , has nontrivial 
extended loop products.
Pivof. Let p € M  and /  : S3 —► M  be the homotopy equivalence provided 
by lemma 2.4 for r  =  1.
/  induces a homotopy equivalences / S!: QS,! —> QA/ and / l  : LS3 —> LA/. 
We have the following commutative diagram by lemma 2.3:
Since /(j and / l are isomorphisms and flsa is surjective, therefore n,\/ is also 
surjective.
Now the same argument, which was used for S3 can be applied for A/ to 
show that A/ 1ms nontrivial extended loop product. To be more explicit, let
Then, € A m since Hk{M) — 0 for all k > 3. By commutativity of 
diagram (2.2).
P ro p o sitio n  2.6 If  M  is a closed oriented 3-manifold with finite funda­
mental group then M  has nontrivial extended loop products.
*H.( i lAI)  a  / / .( f tS 3) Z[x] and degree x =2
H .(S3) / / . ( f l / - i (j))S3)
M.(M)
0 51- .iq e  //„,(QA/) 2and 0 ^  .To G Hn{Qi\I) where n ,7N > 3 and «j 6  fl '(x ,),
1 =  l , 2 .
/(« i •  «-j) = /(« i) x /(«2) = ah x x-2 ^  0.
Hence «i •  «;> ^  0.
□
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Proof. Let M  be the universal cover of M  and q be the covering map and r  =  
dc(jrce{q) =  |tT|(A/)| < oo. Choose;; € M  and let {pi,P2, ...,p r} G q~l (p) 
where p,’s are distinct.
Since A/ is homotopy equivalent to S3, by lemma 2.4 there is a homotopy 
equivalence /  : S3 —► A/ which is transversal at each p; and / - I (P ; )  consists of 
only point in S3 in A/. Let 7«j =  f ~ l (pi), i = 1 ,2 ,...,r. Hence ( ? ° / ) _1(p) =  
{mi,Tna,...,n ir} and qo f  is transversal to p.
/  composed by the covering map q : M  —♦ A/ induces the maps
: M,(S3) —> IHI.(A/)
and
to o /)„  : -  //.(n„A/)
where the latter is an isomorphism.
As wc know, generally ftA/ and LA/ arc not connected. So wc should 
emphasize that the images of ( /  o p)L and ( /  o p)jj are homology classes of 
the connected components corresponding to the trivial loop in A/. So in 
the diagram below, the sub-index 0 means the homology of the component, 
corresponding to trivial loops.
Wc claim that
H .(S3) //.( f iS 3)
(/°7)lĴ  (/oij)h | (2-3)
(H.(A/))„
is commutative. To prove this note that S '* has a group structure hence
l s 3 s3 x a s3,
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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therefore
H .(S3) ~  tf .(S 3) 0  H,{QS3). (2.4)
There are two types of homology classes in H .(S3).
(1) The classes that under the isomorphism (2.4) correspond to homology 
classes in / /U(S3)® //. (fiS3). These classes can be represented by cycles 
in LS3 whose sets of marked points consist of a single point in S :i.
Type (1) homology classes are mapped to 0 by fls», since we can choose 
a chain representative whose set of marked point, which consists of one 
point, is different from all w.-’s. Therefore they are mapped to 0 by 
( /  °  (i)n ° (r.ns:,)
Indeed their image under ( /  o </)L have sets of marked consist of only 
one point, p. Thus, they are mapped to zero under fl*/ o ( f  oq)L. Hence 
the diagram commutes in this case
(2) The classes that under isomorphism (2.4) correspond to homology classes 
in / / :,(S3)® //.(fiS 3). They can be represented by a  cycle in LS3 whose 
set of marked points is ail of S3.
Let 0 = a $  b e  H:J(S3) ~  H:i(S3) ® H,{QS3). Then
ns,.(0) = h
so
( /  o 7)« O (rn 5s) =  r { f  o q)(b)
and this is exactly ft*/ o ( /  o q){b). Note that r copies of b under f  oq  
which are based at each one of m,-’s come together.
Now consider « i,«2 6  H .(5 3) constructed in proof of proposition 2.2 .
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Then from commutativity of diagram (2.3) and the fact tiiat (q o f ) u  is an 
isomorphism it follows that
(<7 °  / ) l ( « i ) •  (<7 °  / ) l ( « 2 )  ^  0
□
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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3 3-Manifolds with Non Separating 2-Sphere 
or 2-Torus
Proposition 3.1 S l x S 2 has nontrivial extended loop products.
Pwof. Fix a € S ' and b,p 6  S 2 and p ^  b. Consider the following maps:
cv : S 1 —> S 1 x S2, ft(.T) =
p  : S 2 S l x S 2, /% ) =  («,»)
The loop ft with marked point (a, b) can be regarded as an element of 
Ho (A/). The loop 707"1 represents an element Q\ € where 7 is a path
connecting (a,b) and (a,p). The free homotopy type of ft is [31] € ^i(A/).
Also, P can be regarded as an element of 7Tj(fy,,,,,)(S1 x S 2)} ^  t t^ S 1 x S 2) 
or in other words we think of P as a 1-diinensional family of loops. The free 
homotopy type of the loops of P is the one of the trivial loop. We compose 
each loop of P with a fixed loop 7' whose marked point is (a, p) and it 
represents a nontrivial clement e  «i(S2 x S 1), 3 1 /  fff1- We continue to 
denote the result by p.
The image of P under the Hurcwicz map
M % u P)S2 x 5 1) —► H2(n{n,f>)S2 x S 1) 
and then followed by the induced map by inclusion
KM-S2 x 51)




Figure 1: A non separating 2-sphere
gives rise to an element in H ^ S 1 x S~). Again we continue to denote this 
element by 0.
We claim that
Pa s i •  PAs i xfp { & 0 )  #  0 €  Ho
and this proves that S 1 x S2 has nontrivial extended loop products.
Note that
p,tSIxsa(A a) •  7̂ sl)<s2(A/?) =  (Acr -  f c ‘xs=(Aa)) •  (A/5 -  ps ixS=(A/5)).
In expanding this expression, we get four terms, each one is the loop 
product of two homology classes, a 1-homology class and a 2-homology class. 
The set of the marked points of the chain representatives of the homology 
classes involved in each one of these four terms intersect a t one point, namely 
(« ,6). Hence pAglxS.,(Ac*) •  p,\s lx (A/5) is equal to the sum of 4 homology 
classes in Ho(S’ x S2), each represented by a loop and a ±  sign.
R eproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The free homotopy types of these loops are [*/i (/;>]> [fli], [ffaj, 1 which are 
different. Therefore the loop product is nontrivial. □
C orollary  3.2 An oriental closed 3-manifold with a non separating 2-sphere 
has nontrivial extended loop products.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of proposition 3.1. The only fact we 
used in the proof of proposition 3.1 was that there was a non-separating 2- 
sphcre (a 2-sphcre that meets some closed simple curve only once). Every 
oriented closed 3-manifold with non separating 2-sphere is indeed a connected 
of S'- x S ‘ with another 3-manifold. So 7Ti(A/) is the free product of 7Ti(S2 x  
S ')  and the fundamental group of another 3-manifold. Therefore the choices 
lJ \,!h  7̂  li Ui T4 !)\ of dements of 7T|(iW), as in the proof of proposition 3.1, 
are also possible in this case. □
P ro p o sitio n  3.3 I f  a closed oriented 3-manifold M  has a non separating 
two sided* incompressible 101113. then M  has nontrivial extended loop prod­
ucts.
Pmof. Let ip : S* x  S* -+ M  bo a non separating torus. H  gives rise to a 
homology class H  in Eh (A/), where the marked points are </?(/., 1), t. e  S 1 
and the loop passing through (p(t, 1) is
t p t S*  —* M
Pl(«) =  h{t.,s).
3Tlic normal bundle is trivial.
Reproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The loop <pi represents an element h G iri(M) which is nontrivial as the 
torus is incompressible.
The intersection point
Set of marked points 
of H
Figure 2: A non separating torus
Let A : S x —* M  be a  loop in A/ which intersects the non separating torus 
transversally at exactly one point m (see Figure 2). We can assume that the 
intersection point m  is the marked point of A and we consider this point as 
the base point of M . Without loss of generality wo can assume m — ^(1,1).
A represents a nontrivial element I €  <Ti(il/) since the homology class it 
represents is nontrivial. To see that this homology class is a nontrivial notice
Reproduced  with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that it has nontrivial intersection with homology class represented by the 
torus ip.
Also, A gives rise to a homology class L € Ho(iV/). The free homotopy 
type of the loops of L is [/] € tti (A/).
Wo claim that
j>,ia,(AL) H)  ^  0
which proves the assertion.
In the expansion of / ^ ( A L )  •  € Ho{M) we get four terms,
each represented by a single loop and +  or — sign. The loops have free 
homotopy type [/./*], [/], [/t] and [1]. If wc show three out of four terms arc 
different then there cannot be a complete cancellation, thus the product is 
not trivial.
Assume [/] and [/i] are the same. Then the 1-homologies represented by 
A and tp are the same.
Note that the intersection of the 1-homology represented by A inter­
sects the 2-homology represented by the torus tp{.,.) uontrivially, while the 
1-homology class represented by ipi intersects trivially with the same 2- 
homology trivially This is a contradiction, hence [/] and [h] arc different. 
Similar argument shows that [/] ^  [1]. To see that [/».] ^  [1] note that the 
non separating torus docs not bound in M . □
■‘Since the torus is two sided (it normal bundle is trivial) and we can push hi off the 
torus.
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4 Closed Seifert Manifolds
In this section we prove that closed Seifert manifolds have nontrivial extended 
loop products.
Before we state and prove the result it we recall the definition of Seifert 
manifolds and some facts about them.
A 3-manifold is called Seifert manifold if it admits a foliation by circles 
S l in such a way that each leaf has a foliated tubular neighborhood D'1 x S l 
which is D~ x S l either with its trivial foliation or its quotient by a standard 
action of a finite cyclic group Zt, (acting 011 D~ factor). The fibers (leaves) 
which have a trivially foliated D~ x S l neighborhood are called normal fibers 
and the others are called singular fibers and p in above is its multiplicity. 
The space of the fibers is a surface and it is called the base surface.
N o ta tion : Let. M  be an oriented Seifert, manifold with p exceptional 
fibers and A: boundary components. If S, the base surface of jl/, is oricntable, 
then it has genus g G Z+ otherwise S  is non orientable then y  is the number 
of cross caps in S. ~\(M)  has the presentation (see [8]):
(1) If S  is orientable and of genus y,
-1 (M) = (al,b i,..Ma,bIJ,c i ,...cl„du d>...dkJi\(iih a~1 =  /(, bihbf1 = k,





(2) If S  is nonoricntable and has y cross caps.
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7T|(A/) =  (o i, . . . a fl,C t ,  h\(ijha~l = h ~ \
Cj/ic"1 =  hs\  tlihdi1 =  h,
cTU0' = 1
1 = n ^ r i c ' i i rfi' )
1=1 1=1 1=1
(4.2)
where 0 <  /?,■ < a,- are integers anti <S,- =  ±1. h corresponds to the normal 
fiber. Eacli c* can be represented by a  loo]) on the base surface going around 
the singular fiber once. The (/,’s correspond to the boundary components, ci,- 
is the multiplicity of the singular fiber corresponding to c; and we say that 
it has type («j,/?,).
Note that < h > is a normal subgroup of n\(M)  and it is central if the S  
is orientable.. Tri(iU) is finite if and only if 7T|(A/)/ < h > is finite and A/ is 
not S2 x S 1 or So tt^M ) is finite if A/ ^  S 2 x S ', and
1) S  is orientable, y = 0 , k = 0 and one of the following holds:
(a) ]) < 2 and A/ is a Lens space.
(b) p =  3 and
1 1 1 ,
—  +  —  +  —  >  1,
O ' |  Q 'o  Q '3
(o [ ,o2, o:i) is one of the triples (2,2,a;i), (2,3,3), (2,3,4) and (2,3,5),
2) S  is not orientable, y — 1, q =  0 and p < 1. These Seifert manifolds have 
already appeared in the list above. Indeed they correspond to the triples 
(2,2, oa)
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R em ark  4.1 An orientable Seifert manifold M  may not be oriented as a 
fibration but it always has a double cover which is Seifert and is an orientable 
fibration or in other words its base surface is orientable. This double cover 
M  can be described as following:
M  =  {(;/!, o)[7/1 6 M  & o an orientation for the fiber passing through 777} 
The covering map M  M  is
f/(?7! , o) =  771.
The Seifert fibration 011 M  is the pull back of the one of M.  If M  has bound­
ary the then each boundary, a torus, gives rise to 2 boundary components 
each of which is a torus. If M  has g cross cap then M  has genus g — 1.
P ro p o sitio n  4.2 I f  M  is a closed oriented Seifert Z-manifold then M  or a 
double cover of M  has nontrivial extended loop products.
Proof. By remark 4.1 we may assume that the base surface of M  is orientable. 
Also we assume tti (A/) ^  since Corollary 2.G deals with this case. Let h 
be the generator of ttj (A/) corresponding to the normal fiber according the 
presentation (4.1).
There is a natural 3-homolog)' class in IHI:J(A/) which lnus a representative 
whose set of marked points is exactly M  and the homotopy type of the loops 
is [/*]. The loop associated with a point in M  that is 011 a normal fiber, is 
the fiber passing through the point. The loop passing through a point 011 a 
singular fiber as a map is a multiple of the singular fiber.
We denote this homology class by © a / .  Loops of ©,y have the free liomo- 
topy type [h]. We have =  ©a/ ~ P m {Qm ) =  © a / ~ Pm where //a/
is the unit of H ,(jV/).
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Consider a loop I representing an element cv €  a  ^  h, 1. This
is possible since we arc assuming 7T|(A/) ^  Zo. Since h  is central, the free 
homotopy class (o] is different from [h] and [1].
o  represents a 0-homology class a  in Mo(iU). We have
Pa„{o ) = a  -  p{a)
where />(tv) is just the constant loop at the marked point of I.
We claim that
(@At) •/>/!,„(«) # 0 -
Indeed expanding •  Pa.\,{<x) provides four terms, all in Ho(A/) and
each one is represented by a single loop and a ±  sign. These four loops have 
free homotopy type [cv./j],[/i], [a] and [lj. Since there are at least three dif­
ferent classes, any linear combination of them with coefficient ±1 is nonzero. 
Therefore M  has nontrivial extended loop products. □
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5 Seifert Manifolds with boundary
By torus decomposition, Seifert manifolds with incompressible5 boundary 
are among the building blocks of 3-manifolds. In this section we provide 
examples of nontrivial extended loop product for various Seifert manifold 
with boundary. The examples are organized according to the number of 
boundary components and singular fibers.
Throughout this section A/ is a compact oriented Seifert manifold with 
orientable base surface unless otherwise it is stated (see corollary 5.7).
M  has b > 1 boundary components and p singular fibers and / /  denotes the 
number of the singular fibers of multiplicity greater than 2. We assume 0 
that
b + p > 3 .
g denotes the genus of the base surface of AI. In the proofs of the statements 
in this section g play no role. So we assume that
g = 0.
We present two main ideas in constructing nontrivial extended loop prod­
ucts,
Two curves argument and Chas’ figure eight argument.
The following tabic indicates the cases where we apply these arguments.
°jt i-injective.
GTliis assumption will bo justified later,in section 10, when we recall the torus decom­
position.
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argument
p +  b > 4 Two curves argument
7/  +  b >  3 Chas’ figure eight argument
5.1 p  +  b >  3 (Two curves argum ent)
Proposition 5.1 Let M  be a compact oriented Seifert manifold w ithp > 2 
and b > 1. Then M  has nontrivial extended loop products.
Proof. Let ct , c> and c3 be generators of ~\{M)  corresponding to three of the 
singular fibers. Consider a  simple curve 71, on the base surface away from 
singular fibers and representing the free homotopy class [cjCo]. Similarly, 
consider a simple curve 72 on the base surface, away from the singular fibers 
and representing the free homotopy class [c2c3]. Moreover, 72 can be chosen 
such that it has exactly 2 intersection points with 71.
Since 71 is away from the singular point, the fibration can be trivialized 
over 7 j (see Figure 3). Therefore, we obtain a map
/  : T2 —> M
from the torus to M,  where /(0 ,-) =  71.
/  gives rise to a homology class V1 G Hi (A/), by declaring f ( t ,  0), t G S1, 
as the set of marked points. The loop passing through /(/,,()) is f ( t , s ) ,  s G S 1 
and it has the free homotopy type [cic2]. Also, the loop 70 gives rise to a 
homology class G Ho (A/).
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71
Figure 3: 71 and 72 with a trivialized fibration over 71 
We claim that
Va .u (AF1) •  Pam (AF2) 7̂  0 € E 0(M)
which proves the proposition.
The sets of marked points of A rt G and AP2 G Hj (M)  intersect at
two points. Each point contributes four terms in the expansion of p/ti„ (A rj)*  
p,\sl (A r2). All in all 8 terms emerge when we calculate p,\M (A r 1 )«p..ju (A r2). 
Each is represented by a conjugacy class in ttj (A/) and a ±  sign. These 
conjugacy classes are
[cic2c:ic2], [cic2], [c2c:,j, [1]
and
[C ic j jc a ] ,  [ c |C o ] , [C2 C3] ,  [ l j .
Calculating pam( A T i) •  p/iv (A r2) mod 2, only two terms remain, namely 
(see Figure 4)
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Figure 4: Two curves argument
[c i cijca] and (c i cocacro).
To prove the claim it is sufficient to show that these two conjugacy classes 
are different. For this, consider the group
H  =  {c|,C2,Ca,f/|ciCoCadi =  l,c" ' =  1,1 <  i < 3),
where d\ is a generator corresponding to a boundary component. Indeed H  
is the free product of the groups Z„, * Zn2 * ZU;|.
Consider the homomorphism <j>: 7Tj (M) —* H  which is identity on c\, to, ca, d 
and sends the other generators to the trivial element of H.  By the prcsenta-
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tion (4.1) (f> is well-defined.
Note that image of the conjugacy classes [ciejca] and [ciCoC^cjj under the 
<i> are different in H  as cidtqi and c ico c ^  arc cyclically different. Therefore 
[cidjCa] and [C1C2C3C0] are different conjugacy classes in of 7Ti(M).
□
R em ark  5.2 Indeed, in the proof of the proposition above one can replace 
a singular fiber by a boundary component or in other words a boundary 
component works as well as a singular fiber of multiplicity zero. To be more 
explicit, the curves 71 and 72 can go around a boundary component of the 
base surface instead of the singular fiber. In the free product H,  one of finite 
cyclic group is replaced by a infinite cyclic group. The rest of the proof 
remains the same.
C orollary  5.3 Let. M  be a compact oriented Scifei't manifold with p singu­
lar fibers and q boundary components. I fp  + b > 3 then M  has nontrivial 
extended loop products.
Pmof. If p > 3 this is just the statement of proposition 5.1. In the case 
p < 3, by Remark 5.2, in the proof of proposition 5.1 one replaces the missing 
singular fiber with one of the extra boundary components. □
5.2 p f +  b >  3, (Chas’ figure eight argum ent)
Now we turn to compact oriented Seifert manifolds with the total number of 
singular fibers and boundary components 3.
The idea of the proof of this case is due to Moira Chas . She found this 
idea while reformulating a conjecture of Turaev (sec [4]) on Lie bi-algebras
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of surfaces, characterizing non self intersecting closed curves.
P ro p o sitio n  5.4 Let M  be an oriented Seifert manifold with p  =  2 singular 
fibers and 6 = 1  boundary component. Suppose that none of its singular fiber's 
is of multiplicity 2. Then M  has nontrivial extended loop products.
Proof. Let Cj and c> be generators of ttj (A/) corresponding to the singular 
fibers. Let 71 be a smooth curve on the base surface, with one self inter­
section point, away from singular fibers and representing the free homotopy 
class [ci&T1]. Similarly, consider a curve 72 011 the base surface, away from 
the singular fibers, with one intersection point and representing the free ho- 
motopy class [c^c*]. Moreover, 74 can be chosen such that it has exactly 2 
intersection points with 71.
The fibration can be trivialized over the 7 ( since it is away from the 
singular point. Therefore, we obtain a map
/  : T‘ —> M
from torus to A/, where /(•,()) =  71. This map gives rise to a homology class 
n  e  Mi (A/), by declaring f{t ,  0), ( g S 1, as the set of marked points. The 
loop passing through /(£ ,0) is f ( s , t ) ,  s €  S l. All the loops of this family 
have the free homotopy type [cicT']. The loop 74 gives rise to a homology 
class To € Mo(A/). We claim that
(A n  (A r2) 7* 0 € B0(A/)
which proves the proposition.
The set of marked points of A n  € H2(A/) and A r2 € H\(M)  inter­
sect at two points. Each point contributes four terms in the expansion
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of 7M>v(A r,)  •  p ^w(A r2). All in all 8 terms emerge in the expansion of 
pAsi (A H ) • 7MW(AF2). Each ones of them is represented by a conjugacy 
class in ttj (A/) and a ±  sign. These conjugacy classes arc
and
[c^ocf'co '], [c, 'co], (c ,c ,'], [1]
[ c i c T ' c ^ c o ] ,  [ c f ‘ c 2] ,  [ c i c f 1] ,  [1 ] .
Figure 5: Figure eight argument
Calculating 7̂ A;(A rj)  •  pAKI(&T>) mod 2, only two terms remain (see 
Figure 5), namely
[cicoc, lc2 1] and [c|C> xcx lc2].
To prove the claim it is sufficient to show that these two homology classes 
are different. For this, consider the subgroup
H  =  (ci,c2,di|cic2di =  l ,c “' =  l , z =  1,2)
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where d\ corresponds to one of the boundary components in presentation
(4.1). Indeed H  is the free product of cyclic groups generated by c(, c2 and 
d\.
Consider the homomorphism —*■ H  which is identity on , c2, d\
and sends the other generators of ttj (A/) in presentation (4.1) to the identity 
element of H.
Since c,, i = 1,2, have nonzero multiplicity then cf ^  1 € H  or c< ^  c f1 € 
H.  Thus the images of cic2cj"1c.j1 and c ic j 'c ^ ’co under (f> in the free product 
H  are not conjugate as they are cyclically different. Therefore the conjugacy 
classes [cicocf'cj1] and [cjcj'cf'co] in 7Ti(il/) are different as well. □
R em ark  5.5 The idea of the proof above works unless there is a singular 
fiber of multiplicity 2 and this case need special treatment.
C oro llary  5.6 Let M  be a compact oriented Seifert manifold with p'+b > 3. 
Then M  has nontrivial extended loop products.
Proof. If p' > 2 then it is just proposition 5.4. Otherwise, by remark 5.2 a 
boundary component works as well as a singular fiber with multiplicity zero. 
The proof is the same as of the one of proposition 5.4 except that one has 
to replace one of the generators of Jrj(i\/) contributed by a singular fiber to 
a generator corresponding to a boundary component. □
C oro llary  5.7 Let M be a compact oriented Seifert manifold with non ori­
ented base and b >  2 boundary components, then M  has nontrivial extended 
loop products.
Proof. Wo can modify the proof of proposition 5.4 considering that by re­
mark 5.2 a boundary component serves our purposes as well as a singular
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fiber. Note that the fibration is oriented once restricted to the boundary 
components so it can be trivialized over a simple curve representing the free 
homotopy type [d id j1] where d\ and d> are generators of tti(M ) contributed 
by the two boundary components (see the presentation 4.2). The rest of the 
proof is similar to the one of proposition 5.4. Calculating mod 2 we get two 
terms
If ai is a generators of by across cap (sec the presentation 4.2)then
consider the group
H =  (d i , f /2,<7i|dif/2«i =  1) —<  dt >  * <  a i  >
and the homomorphism <p : tti(A/) —» H  which is identity on dj,r/2,«.| and 
sends the other generators of (A/). The image of the two conjugacy classes 
above in the free product H  is [dinfdi’ln7"] & which are
distinct. Therefore the above conjugacy classes arc distinct conjugacy classes 
of 7T,(A/).
□
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6 Connected Sum of 3-Manifolds
In this section we consider the connected sum of 3-manifolds. We shall show 
how one can obtain nontrivial loop products in this kind of manifold. For this 
part, the author has benefited from conversations with numerous colleagues
([I])-
P ro p o sitio n  6.1 If  M\ and A/2 «re two 3-manifolds stick that ~i (A/,-) ^  1, 
i =  1, 2 , then A li#M 2 has nontrivial extended loop pmducts.
Pwof. Let nti G A/,-, i =  1,2 be two points which are identified in the 
connected sum AI\#AI2 and considered as the base point in of A/i, A/2 and 
A/i#jl/o. Lot <j\ G ~i(A/i) and g2 €  7Ti(A/2) be two non-trivial elements. 
Consider the loops 7 ,- in A/,- with marked point in,- and representing 5,, i =  
1 9
By composing these two loops at the base point m  in A/i#A/o, we obtain 
a loop 7 i72 representing <71/72 £ ^i(A/i#A/2) ~  ^ (A /i)  * ~j(A/2) and it has 
the free homotopy type [gig*] £ JTi(A/)(see Figure 6). Notice that 7170 also 
represents an clement of E 0{Mi# M 2). We denote this homology class by 
</i #£fe-
Consider the embedding A I\#M 2 where the connected sum
happens (see Figure 6). This gives rise to an clement in n-iiA'hifAh) ~  
7Ti(Q(A'/i#A/2)) and therefore an element in 7r](L(A'/i#A/2)). The image of 
this element under the Hurewicz map is an clement of H](A/i#A/2).
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Figure G: Loop product in connected sum
By composing the loops of this 1-cycle of loops with a fixed loop whose 
marked point is in and represents a  nontrivial element h in 7Ti(A/i#A/;>), 
we can obtain a new element in Hi(iY/t#jl/2). We denote this clement by 
the homotopy type of its loops is [h] 6  ir^A/j^A/o).
Wo claim that
Pa» (A(/;i# 5 1)) •  P,h,(A(/3A/,# a/J) ^  0 
which proves that M  has nontrivial extended loop product. To compute
(A (0 i# f f i» ) )  • ;M a , ( A ( / ? « i# a /8))  =  ( A ( / / i # / / j )  ~  P A i ( & { ( h # f h ) ) )
•  ( A ( / ^ a / , # a / 8 ) -  P a / ( A ( / 3 a / j # a / J ) )  
one has to homotop 7172 to a simple curve 7  which intersects the imbedded 
5" in A/i#A /2 at two different points and away from the base point in.
So in calculating the expansion above we get eight terms, four terms for 
each intersection point of 7 and the imbedded 2-sphere. Each one of these 
eight terms, which arc elements of Ho (A/), is represented by a single loop
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and n ±  sign. These loops have free homotopy types,
IfhoM,  I f l i f l a ] ,  [/* ], [ 1 ] .  t o / * ] ,  \gs9i], ( /« ] , [ ! ] •
So calculating 7̂ tAr(A{//i#<72)) •  7Ma,(A{0a/,#a/3)) mod Zj, only two 
terms remain,
If we choose h =  (j\ij2 in tti(A/|#M>), the two conjugacy chisscs
[ffiiteft] =  [fJWifum]
and
[‘J'I'j M  =  (.91 =  [tftfil
are different as two cyclically reduced sequences (<7i, </j,/7i,<y2) and (gj,f)f) 
are not cyclic permutation of one another.
This proves that for h =  /MA/(A(<7i# y 2)) •  7j.-1a/(A(A\/i#a/j) is »ou
zero mod 2, therefore it is non zero in H0(A/|#iV/2). □
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7 An Injectivity Lemma
Suppose that A/ is a closed oriented manifold and 7  is a  collection of incom­
pressible 7 separating tori in A/. Let A/ \  7  = A A UA/2...UM,,. We associate 
with (A/, O') a tree of groups (G,T) (See Appendix II for definitions).
The vertices of T  are in one-to-one correspondence with A/,-’s. Two ver­
tices Vj and Vj are connected by an edge if the corresponding A/,- and A/j 
are glued along a torus. With each vertex u,- we associate the fundamen­
tal group of 7T|(A/j) and with each edge wc associate the fundamental group 
of the corresponding torus. As the tori are incompressible there are two 
monomorphisms from each edge group to the vertex groups of the corre­
sponding vertices. Namely if c is an edge (a torus in A/) and v a vertex of e 
(some A/j s.t. T  C dMj  ) then there is an homomorphism
r; : g ,, -
which is indeed the map induced by inclusion
i : 7r ,( r )  jr,(M ) *  "i(A/,-).
By Van-Kampcn theorem, tti(A/) is the amalgamation of G„’s along Gc’s 
(see Appendix II, tree of groups).
Combining all these with lemma 5 in Appendix II, we have,
Lem m a 7.1 (Injectivity Lemma) Let M , 7  and M i’s be as above. Suppose 
that [a] and [6] arc two distinct, conjugacy classes in Tij (M;) such that a is not 
conjugate to the image o f any element o f the edge gmups in 7Ti (A/j). Then a 
and b represent distinct conjugacy classes o f i i\(M).
”«j-injective
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The Injectivity Lemma will be very useful to show tha t certain exam­
ples of nontrivial loop product in submanifold of M  give rise to nontrivial 
extended loop product in M.
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8 Gluing Seifert Manifolds along Tori
In this section we consider the gluing of the Seifert manifolds along tori. 
We prove that the result of gluing Seifert manifolds along incompressible 
separating tori has nontrivial extended loop products except certain classes 
for which there are double covers that have nontrivial extended loop products.
The idea of the proof is to apply either the two curves argument or the 
figure eight argument to a Seifert, piece of the gluing that fulfills the condition 
of the arguments. Then we show that the examples of nontrivial loop product 
in the piece gives rise to a nontrivial example of loop product in the manifold, 
for that we need the injectivity lemma, namely lcmma7.1.
When we cannot apply either the two curves argument or the figure eight 
argument we consider an appropriate double cover of the manifold which 
cither has a non separating torus or so that one of the two arguments can be 
applied to one of the pieces in its torus decomposition 8.
Before stating the result and demonstrating the proof we introduce the 
following notations.
C onvention  an d  N o ta tion : Let A/ be a closed 3-manifold and 7  #  0 be a 
collection of tori in M  and
A/ \  T =  M\ U A/o • • • U A/„,
where all the Mi's are oriented Seifert manifolds with incompressible bound­
ary3.
Let bj >  1 and p, denote respectively the number of boundary components
8See Section for the definition of torns decomposition
,JWe say tha t the torus decomposition of AI has only Seifert pieces.
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and singular fibers of Mi and A,- C Z+ is the set of all the multiplicities of 
the singular fibers of A / j .  The base surface of M, is denoted S\ and the genus 
of Si is gi if Si is oriented otherwise gt is the number of cross caps in S,-.
We assume that all tori in T  are separating since in section3 we proved 
that 3-manifolds with non separating torus have nontrivial extended loop 
products.
We assume10 that for all i
k  +  pi > 3 
if Si is oriented. Also we assume that
9i =  0
if Si is oriented as if g, > 0 , then there is a non separating torus in M  and 
this case has already been studied in section 3.
P ro p o sitio n  8.1 Let i\I be a closed 3-manifold described as above. Then 
M  or a double cover of M has nontrivial extended loop products.
Proof. We divide the proof into four parts. The detailed proof will follow.
(1) When bi > 3 and Si is orientable for some we use the figure eight 
argument. Note that if 6,- > 3 we can use the two curves argument.
(2) When 6,- >  2 and 5,- is not orientable for some i, for this case we also 
use the figure eight argument (see corollary 5.7).
(3) When p,- +  b-t > 3 and Si orientable for some i, we can apply the two 
curves argument. This part is organized as follows:
"'see section 10 for justification.
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(i) For all k, 1 < b  ̂ < 2, but there is a piece with pi > 2 singular 
fibers.
(ii) For all k, 1 < fa < 2 and p^ <  2 but there exits i such that 
bi =  pi =  2, case the two curves argument can be applied.
(4) When b,- + pi = 3, 1 <  I>; <  2 and Si orientable For all i and 2 £ Ai for 
some i.
In this case we use figure eight argument without facing any trouble.
(5) When for all 6, +  pi =  3, 1 <  I>, <  2, 5, orientable and 2 G Ai for all 
i. For this case wo consider certain double cover of AI.
(6) When 5, +  =  3 and 2 G if S, is orientable otherwise !»,■ =  1, we 
also consider a double cover.
We verify the statement for each cases:
(1) bj > 3 an d  Si o rien tab le  for som e /:
Suppose that b\ > 3. By corollaiy 5.G A/| has nontrivial extended 
loop products. Consider the homology classes T| and To € IHIi (il/i) 
constructed in the proof of corollary 5.6. Ti and T-2 can be regarded as 
the elements of H .(M ). We claim that
7MA,( A r 1) . p /lM(A r2) # 0 GH„{A/)
In calculating the above product. 4 terms merge all in Ho(M). To 
prove the product is nonzero it is sufficient to show it is nonzero 
mod 2. Having done the calculation mod 2 just like in the proof of 
proposition 5.4 and corollary 5.G, only two terms survive.
[did-if/pV/J1] and [dirAj’rff'do],
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where d\ and d2 are generators contributed by two boundary compo­
nents (see presentation (4.1)).
By the proof of corollary 5.6(indeed proposition 5.4) we know these two 
are distinct conjugacy classes of tTj ( jV/| ). So If we show that djdodf'd.71 
is not conjugate to any element of the fundamental group of one of the 
component of 0M \, then by the injectivity lemma [dp/od^d-T1] and 
[dpi-T'df'dj] are different as the conjugacy classes of jtj (M).
Suppose that
[dp/p/f'do1] =  \hrtP] (S.l)
where h is the generator of frj(Mi) that corresponds to a normal fiber 
of Mi and d is a generator of " i(M ) contributed by a boundary com­
ponent.
Consider the group H
H =< di,d->,d:i\did>d^ =  1 > ~ <  dj > * < d> >
and
^  : -KA/,) ^  / /
the homomorphism which is identity on d i, d2. d% and trivial on all other 
generators of 7T|(Mi). It follows from the presentation (4.1) of 7Ti(Mi) 
that (f) is well-defined.
After applying <f> to (S.l) we get.
[ d i d o d r 'd . : 1] =  [1]
If d ^  d i,d2,d3 otherwise
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=  K1 -
The first case is impossible as d\d2d l xd ^x is a cyclically reduced word 
in the free product < <l\ > * < d2 > thus it represents a nontrivial 
conjugacy class.
In the latter case, If d = d\ ( or do) then
[dp/odr'd j1] =  [d\i
and this is not possible either as didnrff'd^* is cyclically reduced of 
length 4 and d* ( or dX) has length 1, hence they represent different, 
conjugacy classes.
If d. =  =  d.J1 d- 1 then we have
[d jd o d f 1̂ ' ]  =  [(d p /a )-" ] .
Considering the length of the word we have to have s = ±2. In either 
case this inequality docs not hold as d t ^  dj"1 and do ^  d-71 (H  is a 
free group). Therefore these two conjugacy classes are always distinct. 
This proves the claim.
(2) bi>  2 and 5, is not orientable.
Similar to the previous case we use the figure eight argument in A/,-. 
Suppose that b\ > 2  and S\ is not orientable. By corollary 5.7 M\ has 
nontrivial extended loop products. The homology classes Tj and Ta in 
H.(A/t) constructed in the proof of corollary 5.7 can be regarded as 
homology classes of 1HI.(A/). We claim that
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/MAf(Ar,) •p J.iM(Ar2) ^  o e  m0{M).
Calculating mod 2 we get two terms represented by the conjugacy 
classes [d|flyr/j"1fl72] and [rfi«fid j'lnj](see the proof of corollary 5.7). 
We must prove that these two conjugacy arc distinct as conjugacy 
classes of M. For that, by injectivity lemma, it is sufficient to prove 
that one of them has no boundary representative. We show that 
[di«jdj"1u7"] has no boundary representative. Suppose we have
[f /.r^ /r 'a r2] =  {hrn  (S-2)
where d is a generator of ttj (A/i ) contributed by a boundary component 
and h corresponds to the normal fiber. Consider the group
H = (r/i, « i k ^ i =  1) —< <h > * < > —< d2 >  * < «i >
and the homomorphism ip : tti(A/i) —► H  which is identity on rfj, rf2, «-i 
and trivial on the other generators of It follows from the
presentation (4.2) that tp is well defined.
Applying ip to (S.2) we have
[ d ^ d i 'a f ]  = [1] (S.3)
if d ±  d\,d>, otherwise
[ d i d j d^1 o 7a] = [rf"J
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in the free product H  ~ <  d\ > * < «i >. Tlie first ease is impossible 
as rfift'fdf laj"2 is a cyclically reduced word of length 4 so it represents 
a  nontrivial conjugacy class. If d. = d\ then
[ r f , a f r f j ' , a 7 3 ] =  [ d j ]
which is again impossible in the free product <  di > * < «i > as 
the cyclically reduced words diOjdJ‘laJ"2 and </* arc different in the free 
product < dj > * < «j >.
(3) pi + b i>  4 and Si orientable for some i :
Since case 1 deals with the case >  3 for sonic i so we may assume 
that 6/ <  2 . So we are dealing with one the following cases:
(i) Pi > 2 for some i
(ii) hi — pt =: 2 for some /.
The proof of both cases are similar and used the two curves argument. 
We just have to remember that a boundary component works as a 
singular fiber of multiplicity 0. Here we only present the proof of case
(i).
Suppose that pi > 2. Consider the homology classes Tj and r 2 in 
H.(iV/i) introduced in the proof of proposition 5.1. They can be con­
sidered as the elements of We claim that
p..tM(A r,) •P a „ (A r2) ^  0 € Mo(M)
The calculation is the same and the results is a sum of conjugacy classes
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of ~i(M ). Computing mod 2 only two terms
[C1C2C3C2] and [cicijca].
We must prove that they are different conjugacy classes of ttj(A/). By 
the proof of Proposition 3 we know that they are distinct as the con­
jugacy classes of If we show that at least one of them has 110
representative in the fundamental group of any of the boundary compo­
nents of A/| then by injectivity lemma they are different as conjugacy 
classes of ~i(A/).
Suppose that
[ c t c . Q i O , ]  =  [ / , r r f ]  ( 8 . 4 )
where h stands for the normal fiber and d is the generator coming from 
a boundary component.
Consider the group,
H = (ci, c>, CalciCoQi =  1, c°' =  1,1 <  i < 3),
where a,- is the multiplicity of the singular fiber corresponding to c;, 
and the homomorphism (j>: ” i(A/i) —► H  which is identity on C|,C2,c;j 
and sends the other generators of jti(A/|) to the trivial clement of H. 
Applying to (8.4) we have
h c - j C ; tO»] =  [1 ]
or
C1C0C3C2 =  1
in H. Since = 1 in H  wo conclude that C2 =  1 which is a
contradiction.
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(4) 6j +  p, =  3,1 < bi <  2, Si o rien tab le  and  2 ^  A t for som e i.
Here we shall use the figure eight argument. Suppose i =  1. By 
assumption, one of the following holds:
=  1 and pi =  2
or
bi = 2  and pi =  1.
The proof is similar for both cases, considering that a boundary com­
ponent behaves just like a singular fiber of multiplicity 0. So we only 
present the proof of the first case.
Suppose pi =  2 and b\ =  1. Consider the homology chisscs Tj and 
T> 6  lHl.(A/t) as constructed in the proof of the proposition 5.4. They 
can be regarded as homology classes in We prove that
p,iAf(A r,)  • p /i„ (A r2) #  o e  iHo(jV/)
which proves that XI has nontrivial extended products.
Having done the same mod 2 calculation as the proof of proposition 
5.4 we get. two conjugacy classes
(c i c-yci1 c.J1 ] and [ci o j1 c f 1 c2].
Just, like the previous cases, in order to show that these two conjugacy 
classes are distinct, we must prove that at least one of them has no 
representative in the fundamental group of the boundary component. 
Suppose that
h c c r ' c j 1] =  [ / i r r f ]  ( 8 . 5 )
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where h is the generator corresponding to the normal fiber and d is the 
generator corresponding to a boundary component.
Consider the group
H  = <  C | , C2 , d \ c \ C 2 d  —  l , c ” ' =  c £ a =  1 >
and the homomorphism 0  : 7Ti(i\/i) —► H  which is identity 011 ci,o»,d 
and sends other generators of «i(M ) to the trivial element of II. It. 
follows from presentation (4.1) that 0 is well-defined.
By applying 0 to (8 .0) we have
(c ic o q 'c j1] =  \d*}.
in H , or
[CCoCr'fiJ1] =  [(CiCj)*].
Notice that H  is the free product Z ai * Za.t with C| and c2 as the 
generators of the corresponding factors.
So if c ic jc f 'c j1 and (c^o)* are conjugate then s =  2. Even if 5 =  2 
then two cyclically reduced words ciCocf'&T1 and cjcocica arc cyclically 
different since t*i and c2 arc not of multiplicity 2 .
(5) bi 4- Pi =  3, 1 <  bi <  2, Si orientable and 2 € Ai for all t :
This is case where the figure eight argument does not work. The fol­
lowing lemma provides us a double cover of the manifold which has 
nontrivial extended products by previous cases or the non separating 
torus argument. Appendix III is devoted to the proof of this lemma.
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Lemma 8.2 Let M  be as above, |7| =  n. bi +  p, = 3. 1 < bi < 2 and 
2 6  A,- and S-, orientable for all i.
(i) I f  n > 3 then M  lum a double cover with no non separating torus
whose torus decomposition has a Seifert piece with 3 boundary 
components.
(ii) I f  n  =  2 and r £ /I], r  ^  2 . then M  has a double cover with 
no non separating toms vihosc torus decomposition has a Seifert 
piece two singular fibers o f multiplicity r 2.
(in) I f  n =  2 and ,4i =  Az — {2} then M  has a double cover with a 
non separating toms.
((3) Suppose that;
•  bi =  2, pi =  1, Ai = {2} and Si is orientable for i l ,n
•  bi =  b„ = 1;
•  Si is non orientable;
•  I f  S» is orientable then p„ = i and 2 6
If J l i  has a singular fiber or S\ has more than one cross cap:
then consider A/J the double cover of il/t which is Seifert manifold and 
is oriented as fibration (see remark 4.1). A/{ has at least. 2 singular 
fibers and 2 boundary components or its base surface has genus greater 
that zero. We can construct M , a double cover of M , by gluing two 
copies of M  \  Mi to M\ along the boundary components of M[ such 
that the result double covers M. The covering on the complement, of 
M[ is the trivial double cover. Note that the torus decomposition of 
M  has a Seifert piece M[ which has either two boundary components
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and 2 singular fibers thus by case (3) M  has nontrivial extended loop 
products or its base surface has genus greater than 0 thus it has a non 
separating torus and therefore nontrivial extended loop products.
If has no singular fiber and S\ has one cross cap: then Si is 
indeed Mobius strip and jV/t lias another Seifert fibration model whose 
base surface is a  disk and has 2 singular fibers of multiplicity 2. Now 
if S„ is orientable this is just case (5). If S„ is not orientable then it is 
the above case.
□
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9 Gluing to Hyperbolic Manifolds along Torus
In this section wo analyze various gluing of Seifert and hyperbolic 3-mani folds 
along torus and for that we we need the following lemma. The proof can be 
found in Appendix II.
Lem m a 9.1 Suppose that G\,Go and H  are three groups with rnonornor- 
phisms <f)j : H —* G,, i = 1,2 denotes the amalgamated free product of G\ 
and G-i over H.
Let g\ 6  Gi \  H and g> € G->\H and h 1 in H such that:
(i) (jxlHgxC\H =  1
(ii) g->h ^  hg>.
Then two conjugacy classes [/i/frffe] and [̂ .f/2ffi] ° f  G\ *n Go arc different.
P ro position  0.2 Let M  be an oriented (not necessarily closed) 3-manifold 
that contains an incompressible torus T  such that:
(i) M  — T  is disconnected until two components M\ and iV/2.
(ii) Mi has a hyperbolic interior.
(Hi) M-> either has a hyperbolic interior or is Seifert, fibred not horncomor- 
phic to S 1 x S ' x / .
Then AI has nontrivial extended loop products.
Proof. Let <p : S 1 x S 1 —* T  be the embedded torus, tp gives rise to an 
clement H  6  H|(A/;j), whose marked points are <p(s, l),.s 6  S 1 and the loop 
passing through <p(s, 1) is
: S1 —► A!
<Ps(t) =  <p(*, t )
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Take ^(1,1) as the base point for M, Mi and M2. Let h  =  [y?i] e  7Ti(M).
Intersection
points
>  7 2
Figure 7: M\ and M-> glued along T
We recall that j t j ( i l / )  is the amalgamated free product of x i ( M \ )  and 
over 7!-[(T). Pick two arbitrary elements g\ £ tti{A/1) and </2 £ 7Ti(M2). Let 
<J\U2 € 7rl ( i \ / )  be their product in the amalgamated free product 7Ti (A'/t )*„,(•/•) 
jti(M2). Let, 7 t and 72 be two loops in M\ and M-> representing g\ and </2. 
The composition 7172 of these two loops is a representative for This 
loop 1ms free homotopy type [gifh] (sec Figure 7).
Replace 7 17'_> by a loop 7 with the same free homotopy type which in­
tersects transversally the torus T  a t two points (see Figure 7). 7  can bo 
regarded as an clement of Mo(M). We denote this homology class by T.
We claim that there is a choice of <7; 6  7Ti(A/t) \  jti(T), i = 1,2, and
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h e  7Tj (T) such that:
pA„ {A r) • ]>Am (AH ) ^ 0 .
In the expansion of (Ar) [AH), we get 4 terms for each intersection 
point, just like in the proof of proposition 3.3, therefore S terms overall. Each 
term is an element, of Hofil/) and represented by a loop. They have the free 
homotopy types:
Nlife], [h], [shfts], 1, [h&gi], [ffim],  1.
Calculating mod 2, we get [hgig*} — [hg>0i\- By lemma 9.1 [h<j\<j>\ and 
[hg2/yi) arc different conjugacy classes if the fundamental groups of the com­
ponents of M  — T  satisfy the conditions of lemma 9.1.
By assumption the interior of Mi is hyperbolic. ttj(A /i ), can be regarded 
as a subgroup of P SL (2,C) where the image of xi(T )  in 7Ti(A/i) consists of 
parabolic elements which have a common fixed point.
For g e  ^i(jV/i) \  *i(T) (we have denoted the image of a-i(T) in iri(Mi) 
simply by ;ri(T)), g~lui(T)g  fl ~i(T’) =  {1}, since if the fixed point, of the 
elements of tti(T) is m  then the elements of g~l~i(T)g  fix g~l(in). So if 
g~^~\(T)g fl 7Ti(T) is nontrivial then m  must be a fixed point of g also but 
this implies that g e  "i(T ) which is a contradiction. Thus G\ =  tt\(M ) 
satisfies condition (/) of lemma 9.1.
Also, the argument above proves that if M> has hyperbolic interior then 
for auy g-> €  tti(A/2) \ ( T )  and h € in (T )\ {1} the condition (ii) is satisfied. 
So the assertion is proven if Mi and Mn are both hyperbolic.
Now consider the case when A/j is Seifert fibred. If h is not an power 
of the element by represented by the normal fiber of A/2, then it is not in
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the centralizer of 7T|(i\/2) and the condition (ii) holds for an appropriate 
choice of <j2 . Otherwise exchange the role of longitude and meridian in the 
construction of the homology class H. Namely, the set, of marked points is:
V > ( U ) , 0 < «  <  1 
and the loop passing through y?(M) is
y?,(s) =  ip(s,t),Q < s < 1.
Then h, the element, of - j  (M>) represented by looj) passing through 
ys(l, 1), is not in the centralizer of tti(A/2) and one can choose jr/a € tti(A/a) \  
ir,(T) such that (j-Ji ±  This finishes the proof. □
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10 Proof of Main Theorem: Part I
In this section we prove the first part of the main theorem, namely that if a 
closed oriented manifold M  which is not algebraically hyperbolic, then M  or 
a double cover of M  has nontrivial extended loop products.
For this wo use the theory of the prime decomposition and the character­
istic surface for 3-manifolds. We recall some of this theory.
A closed oriented 3-numifold M  is said to be prime if it cannot be obtained 
ju s  the connected sum of two 3-manifolds that none of them is homeomorphic 
to 3-sphcre. By the Alexander’s theorem S:1 is prime, as every imbedded 
2-sphcre in S:i bounds a cell.
P rim e  D ecom position  (see [13]): Let M  be a compact, counected and 
oriented 3-manifold. Then there is a decomposition
with each Pi prime and this decomposition is unique up to permutation, 
insertion or deletion of S3’s.
A closed 3-manifold is said to be irreducible if any embedded 2-sphere S 2 
bounds a 3-ball. Again by the Alexander’s theorem, S3 is irreducible. An 
oriented irreducible 3-manifold is prime. The converse is not true but the 
only prime oriented 3-manifold which is not irreducible, is S 1 x S 2.
One can deduce a necessary condition for irrcdueibility from the sphere 
theorem. Here, we state a simplified version of the theorem.
Sphere  T heorem  (see [6]): Let M  be an oriented connected 3-nmuifold. 
If 7ro(A/) ^  0 then there is an imbedded S 2 in M  representing a nontrivial 
element in 7t-»(A/).
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The topology of an irreducible 3-manifold M  is coarsely determined by 
the cardinality of the fundamental group. By the sphere theorem (see [7]) 
7To(A/) =  0. Let M  be the universal cover of M. If ttj (A/) is finite, then 
M  is closed and simply connected. Therefore M  is a homotopy sphere. If 
7T[ (iV/) is infinite then M  is not closed and we have -j(jV/) =  0 for all i, by 
Hurewitcz theorem. Therefore M  is contractible or in other words M  is a 
7\(<r, l)(asi>herical).
Now by the prime decomposition theorem, every 3-manifold M  can be 
written as
M  =  (/x ,# /v2# . . . # / v , , ) # ( ^ x  5'-)) (10.1)
where K j ’s  arc closed aspherical 3-manifolds and L i  arc closed 3-manifolds 
that are finitely covered by a homotopy 3-sphere.
Let S  be an imbedded surface in a 3-manifold AI. We shall say that S  is 
properly imbedded if 5  fl 0M  = OS. Then 5  in two-sided in M  if the normal 
bundle of S  in M  is trivial.
A 2 sided surface S  in M  is said to Ire compressible if either:
(i) S  is a 2-sphere and it bounds a 3-ccll in M  
or
(ii) there is a disk D € M  such that D OS  =  OD and dD  is non contractible 
in S .
Otherwise S  is said to be incompressible. An imbedded disk is considered to 
be incompressible. For an incompressible surface S  in M , the induced map 
by inclusion ~i(S) —► tt\(M ) is injective.
A 2-sided surface S  is incompressible if and only if the map ?ri(5) —>
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<rj (iV/) induced by inclusion is injective.
An oriented 3-nmnifold A/, possibly with boundary is called atoroidal if 
any incompressible torus in M  is d-parallel, meaning that it. can be isotoped 
to the boundary of M.
T orus decom position  (see [9] or [10]): For a compact irreducible ori­
ented 3-manifold M  there exists a collection T  C M  of disjoint incompressible 
tori such that the closure of each component of M \T  is either atoroidal or a 
Seifert manifold with T  tangent to the fibration. A minimal such a  collection 
T  is unique up to isotopy.
As we are interested in rank 2 abelian subgroups of fundamental groups, 
torus theorems by Scott and Seifert fibred space theorem by Casson-.Juugcris
[3] and Gabai [6] will be useful to us.
Torus T heo rem  (sec [16]): Let, M  be a compact, connected oriented, 
irreducible 3-manifold. Suppose that tti (A/) has a free abelian subgroup of 
rank 2. Then either
(i) M  contains a two sided torus such that, the inclusion homomorphism 
7Tj (T) —> 7T|(jW) is injective, or
(ii) 7Tj (A/) contains an infinite cyclic normal subgroup.
Seifert F ib red  Space T heorem  (see [3] or [G]) Let A/ be a compact con­
nected, oriented, irreducible 3-manifold with infinite t t j , then A/ is a Seifert, 
fibred space if and only if ttj (AI) has a cyclic normal subgroup.
We recall the definition of algebraically hyperbolic manifolds. 
D efinition An oriented 3-manifold is said to be algebraically hyperbolic if it 
is aspherical (I \(tt, 1)) and tT|(A-/) has no rank 2 abelian subgroup.
If M  is not algebraically hyperbolic then at least one of the following
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holds:
10.1 If M is not aspherical
By prime decomposition theorem, every 3-manifold M  can be written as
M  =  x S2))
where A',’s are closed aspherical 3-manifolds and A,- are closed 3-manifolds 
that are finitely covered by a homotopy 3-spherc. If M  is not aspherical then 
one the following holds:
(i) If M  is a  connected sum of manifolds with nontrivial fundamental group 
then proposition G.l says that M  has nontrivial extended loop products.
(ii) If M  has a non separating 2-sphcrc or in other words there is a S~ x S 1 
factor n its prime decomposition, then by corollary 3.2 M  has nontrivial 
extended loop products.
(iii) M  has finite fundamental group; Then by proposition 2.6 A/ has non­
trivial extended loop products.
Thus in either cases M  has nontrivial extended loop product.
10.2 If M a s p h e r i c a l  a n d  Z © Z C  tti(M )
We turn to aspherical 3-manifolds with rank 2 abelian groups. By Torus 
theorem and Seifert theorem one of the following holds:
a) M is a closed Seifert manifold
If A/ is Seifert, manifold then by proposition 4.2 it has nontrivial extended 
loop products.
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b) The collection of tori in the torus decomposition of 
M is nonempty.
This case itself is divided into 3 cases:
1. M contains a non separating torus:
If there is a non separating torus in the collection T  then by proposition 3.3 
M  has nontrivial string topology.
2. Torus decomposition of M has only Seifert pieces :
Let. CT be the collection of tori provided by the torus decomposition of M  and
M \  7  = A/| U A/.... U A/„.
Mi is a Seifert manifold. Let p; and bi be the number of singular fibers and 
boundary components of A/,-. If S,-, the base surface of A/,, is orientable then 
;/i denotes its genus otherwise is number of cross caps in 5/.
If for some S,- is orientable and <ji > 1, then M  has a non separating 
torus and by case 1 we know that M  has nontrivial extended loop product. 
So we assume that </,- =  0 if 5; is oriented.
If Si is orientable then,
Pi + >  3.
To see that suppose that pj +  6,- < 2. Then one of the following holds:
(a) bj =  1 and =  1;
(b) bi = 2 and pi = 0
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In the first case if follows that tt^A/,) ~  Z so the boundary components 
of Mi can not be incompressible. In the hitter case it follows that A/j zi 
S 1 x S 1 x [0,1] this contradict the minimality of the collection 7  as one can 
extend the Seifert fibration of one of the neighboring Mj to A/,-.
Therefore AI satisfies all the conditions of proposition 8.1, hence M  or a 
double cover of A/  has nontrivial extended loop product.
3. If M has an atoroidal component;
Suppose that O' is the collection of tori provided by the torus decomposition 
of A/  and every torus in 7  is separating.
By Thurston theorem 11 [17),
T heorem  A compact, oriented, irir.ducible atoividal 3-maniJold whose bound• 
ni'U consists of a finite number of tori admits a complete hyperbolic metric of 
finite volume;
atoroidal components of A/ \  7  are hyperbolic.
Let A/| be a  hyperbolic component of A /\T  and A/2 is another component 
that is attached to A/j along a torus T. By proposition 9.2, A/' =  A/|UTuA /2 
has nontrivial extended loop products.
Consider the same homology classes T and H  in H,(A/') constructed as 
in the proof of proposition 9.2. They can lie regarded as elements of E,(A /). 
We claim that the loop product
PAJ A ( T ) ) t As, ( A H ) ^ 0 ,
so A/ has nontrivial extended loop product and string topology.
11 Geometrization of Hnkcn manifolds.
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The calculation of the loop product, is the same as of the proof Proposition 
9.2. Calculating mod 2 only two terms remain, each one an element of 
Ho(iV/) which is represented by a conjugacy class in ttj (il/). These conjugacy 
classes are,
[I>fji9 2 \ and \hg2gi].
We prove that these two conjugacy classes are different. By the proof of 
proposition 9.2 we know that lig\g2 and hg>gi are not conjugate in 7Ti ( A / ' ) .  So 
by the injectivity lemma (lemma 7.1), if we show that hg\g2 is not conjugate 
to an element of the fundamental group of one the boundary components of 
M ' it follows that hg\g> and l>g2gi arc not conjugate in jti(AY).
Let T\ U T>... U T/t =  DM' and suppose that hg\g2 is conjugate to an 
element of 7 u ( T i )  in “ t ( A / ' ) .  Since one of the
T\ C Mi or M2 
holds let’s assume that T\ C Mi. Then
Jr,(r,)Cffi(A/t) =  ff,(Mi)
as T\ is incompressible. If hgig2 is conjugate to an element to then
it is conjugate tc an element in tti ( A / 1). But this is a contradiction since 
hg\g2 =  {hg\ )g2 as an element of
~ l  ( A / 0  =  1Ti{Mi )  ~ l { M o )  
is a cyclically reduced word of length 2 and it is cannot be conjugate to an
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element of the factor t t i( iMi).  Now by the injectivity lemma h gi g2 and hg2g  1 
are not conjugate in ttj ( i l / ) .
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11 Proof of Main Theorem: Part II, Alge­
braically Hyperbolic Manifolds
In this section \vc prove the second part of the main theorem, namely that al­
gebraically hyperbolic manifolds have trivial extended loop products. Before 
that we recall the definition of algebraically hyperbolic.
D efinition An oriented 3-uianifold is said to lie algebraically hyperbolic if it 
is aspherical (A'(~, 1)) and X\(M) has no rank 2 abelian subgroup.
We the need the following lemma. The proof can be found in the Ap­
pendix I, Lemma 3.
L em m a 11.1  I f M  is a A'(", 1) (aspherical) then LA/ is homotopy equiv­
alent to
n
H e r , (,w)
where we choose only one representative for each conjugacy class and ~Q is 
the ccntralizer o f a  in
Therefore to prove the second part, of the theorem we need a good under­
standing of the centralizcrs. For that we need following theorem.
C om pact R ealization  T heorem  (see [7]): Let. M  be a connected, ori­
ented 3-manifold, and let K  be a subgroup of ~i(A/) which is finitely gen­
erated. Then there is a compact, oriented irreducible 3-mauifold Mo with 
7Ti(A/o) ^  K.
Lem m a 11.2 I f  a closed oriented 3-manifold M is algebraically hyperbolic 
then the fundamental group of M  docs not have any nontrivial finite sub­
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groups and the centralizcr ira of an element a  € "j (A/) is isomorphic to an 
additive subgroup o f Q.
Proof. Let Z;) be a nontrivial finite subgroup of 7rj(i\/). Then K (Zp, 1) is a 
covering of M , so it has to be a 3-manifold. But one knows that A'(Z;„ 1) has 
homology in infinitely many dimensions. So ttj (jV/) has no finite subgroup.
For the second part we first prove that any finitely generated subgroup 
of 7Ti (M)  is isomorphic to Z. Suppose /?!,#•.... -0n some elements of 7in. 
Consider the subgroup which is finitely generated and it is
not a free product since it has a nontrivial center. Therefore by compact 
realization theorem it is isomorphic to a fundamental group of a compact, 
oriented irreducible 3-manifold. The cyclic subgroup {a) is in its center and 
therefore it is normal. Thus by the Seifert fibred space theorem, the compact 
realization should be a Seifert manifold. Since (M ) has no finite subgroup 
or rank 2 abelian subgroup this Seifert manifold has to be a solid torus l2. 
As the fundamental group of a solid torus is Z, wc have — fin, «) — I>.
To prove that it is isomorphic to a subgroup of Q, notice that since tti(.A7) 
is countable and every finitely generated subgroup is cyclic, we can write 
ttj(M ) =  G i U Go--, where each G,- is an infinite cyclic subgroup and Gi C 
Gi+\. Let x,- be a generator for G*; then wc have .r,- =  x ’/h  for some We 
construct a map : 7rj(A/) —> <Q> by letting ip{z\) =  1 and 9 (^+ 1) =  J  . 
This is a well defined map because of the way we chose n,-’s. is injective, 
since every x  € ttj (A/) then x 6 Gi for some i. So x  =  kzt for some i and k. 
tp(x) =  * ti . Therefore <p(x) — 0 implies k  =  0 or x  =  0. □
12It cannot be S ' x  S 1 since it is irreducible.
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Lem m a 11.3 I fG is an additive subgroup o/Q  then k(G, 1) has homological 
dimension one.
Pwof. One can write G =  lim G„, where G,’s arc cyclic subgroups of G. Son—OQ
A'(G, 1) =  lim A'(G„, 1). Since each A'(G„, 1) ^  A'(Z, 1) has homological
n —oo
dimension 1 therefore the direct limit A'(G, 1) has homological dimension 
one as taking homology commutes with taking direct limit. □
P ro p osition  11.4 I f  M  is algebraically hyperbolic then any finite cover of 
M has trivial extended loop products.
Pmof. Let M  be a finite cover of M. Notice that M  is also algebraically 




where we choose only one representative for each conjugacy and is the 
centralizcr of a  in tti (A/). So
A f i x H ' i  n  A « , l ) ) ^  ©  / / . ( A « , l ) )
[n ]£ ir ',n ^ l [ o |e n ' ,n / l
Now by lemma 11.2, we see that each A^tt',, 1), a  ^  1, is of homological 
dimension 1. This proves that the loop product • on A $  is zero because of 
the absence of homology classes of sufficiently high degree. □
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Appendix I: Some Algebraic Topology of Free 
Loop Space
Lem m a 1 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the connected com­
ponents of LA/ and the conjugacy classes of irj(AJ).
Proof. Choose a base point m for A/. Any loop in LA/ is freely homotopic 
to a  loop whose marked point is m. Indeed, consider a loop /  in LA/. Let 
p be a path connecting the base point of m  to f .  The loop that starts from 
vi, follows p and /  and then comes back to m  by following p again, is freely 
homotopic to / .  Hence it is in the same connected component as /  and its 
marked point is in. In other words, each connected component of LA/ has a 
representative whose marked point is in.
Let o  and ft be two loops in LA/ with the same marked point in. Suppose 
they have the same free homotopy type or, .quivnlcntly, they are in the same 
connected component of LA/. This means that there is a  map F : [0,1] —» 
LA/ such that Fq =  n and Fi — ft. Consider 7 : [0,1] —» A/ where
7(0  =  Fi(0).
In fact 7 is the path of marked points of the path of loops from tv and ft 
defined by F.
We have
7 (0) =  7 (1) =  m 
and 
a = 70 7 "1
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in 7ri (A/). To prove the latter, consider the following family of paths for 
0 <  t < 1,
I t ' [0,1]  - +  A/
7 t(s) =  7 (st).
7o is the constant loop at m  and 71 =  7 . Now
Gi(-) =  7tFI(.)7r'
is a homotopy between o and 7 /3771, as Go =  O' and Gi =  7/37"1. This 
finishes the proof of the assertion. □
Lem m a 2 Let n € x\ (A/, m) and /  € LA/ be a loop representing o. Then 
there exists a short exact sequence
"^( A/ )  — 7 r t ( ( f l A / ) „ , / )  " i ( ( L A / ) [n], / )   ► 0  (11 .1 )
where ~n is the centralizcr of cv in "j(A/). In particular <T|((LA/)[Q] ,/)  ^  ~a 
if 7T2(A/) is trivial.
Pwof. First wc describe the map /?. Let 7 € ~i((LA/)|„],/) and F  : S 1 —» 
LA/ be a representative for 7 . F  can be regarded as a map [0,1] x [0,1] —♦ A/ 
such that F(0,*) =  F(l,») =  /(•) and F(-,0) =  F(-, 1). Consider the loop 
9(.) =  F (;  0) =  F(-, 1). Wc have </(0) =  g{ 1) =  /(0 ) =  / ( l )  =  m. Wc define 
R{-f) — [</] G ttj (A/). We shall prove that [<y] belongs to the centralixer of n 
or in other words wo shall construct a homotopy between f g  and gf .  G is 
such a homotopy (see Figure 8):
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G(s,/.) = F (x,y)  
x  = i ( ( l  -  2s)11 -  2/| +  2s +  2* — 1) 
y = i((2s -  1)|1 -  2f.| -  2s +  2t. +  1)
(11.2)
9 9
* g * 9  *
Figure S: Homotopy G obtained from F
We have G(0, t) = y f  and G(l,*) =  fy .
• R  is well-defined: let, F], F> : § ' —* LiU represent, the same element in 
tt| (LA/, / ) .  Let G lie a homotopy between F| and F>.
G can be regarded as a map
G(0,-( -) =  f i M  and G (l, •, ■) =  F2(>,■)•
Then H  defined by,
H  : [0,1] x {0,1) — A/,
/ /( r ,s )  =  G (r.s,0), 
is a homotopy between y\ and y> where y^-) =  Fj(-,1) =  F(-,0),
G : [0,1] x [0,1] x [0,1] -  M
such that
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• R  is onto: Suppose 7  =  [</]€ ^„ C jti(A/). Let G : [0,1] x [0,1] —* M  
be a homotopy between f g  anti g f. Choose G such that:
G(0, /.) =  f{2 t), 0 <  I <  1/2, G(0, t) =  g{2' - 1), 1/2 <  t <  1
and
= g(2t), 0 <  t <  1/2, C (U )  =  / ( 2 / . - l ) ,  1/2 <  t < 1.
By solving (11.2) for s anti t one can define a self frcc-homotopy F  for 
/  which gives rises to an element of 7ri((LA/)|„],/). To be brief, we 
only provitlc the result of the calculation:
F {x,y) =  G {s{x,y),t{x,y))
I / »— X-1+11— X—)/| \
A - 5 1  ii-a--i/i-x ) ( 1 L 3 )
i —— ’2
a(0,0) =  0 ,# ( l,l)  =  l.
A simple calculation shows that F(0,y) =  F ( l, y) — f (y )  and F(.r,0) = 
F(x, 1) =  g(x).
•  Ker R  =  I111S: S  is induced by the inclusion of *-* Lil/[n]. It
is obvious that R o S  =  0, as R  is basically the loop consisting of the 
marked points of a given loop of loops. For the image of S, this will be 
a constant loop so R  o S  =  0. This shows that ImS C Ker R.
Let 7 € Ker R  and F  : S 1 —► L M  be a representative for 7 . As usual, 
we regard F  as a function F  : (0,1) x [0,1] —► M  such that F(0, •) =  
F (l, •) =  /(•)• We have /?(7 ) = [0] for ;,(•) =  F(-,0) =  F(-, 1). Let 
G : S l —► M  lie a homotopy between F(-,0) and the constant loop,
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G (V ) =  F(-,0) =  F(-, 1), G(0,-) =  m and G(-,0) =  G(-, 1) 
Consider H  : [0,1] x [0,1] —► M  as follows (sec Figure 9):
where
F(0,f) =  F ( l , / )  if s  =  0,1 
G(s ’ if 0 <  f <  ri(.s), s * 0 , l
F ( * ’ ’  i f  r > ( a )  ^  1  ^  r 2 ( * ) >  *s  *  ° > 1
if ri(«) < « < 1, * * 0 , 1
n(») =  | ( i -  |2s - 1|)






//(*•, 0) =  //(«, 1) =  G(.s, 0) =  G(:s, 1) =  77i
=  77?.
(11.4)
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and
so H  can be regarded as a  map H  : S1 x S1 —► M  and H  is in the image 
of S.
We claim that 7  =  [//] €  ir i((L M )n ,/). Consider K  : [0,1] x [0,1] x 
{0,1] —► A/ defined as follows:
R em ark  1 Different components of h M  can have different homotopy types. 
For instance, let M  be a  surface with a non abelian fundamental group. Since 
7Tj(A/) is trivial then the fundamental group of each component of (LA/)o is 
the centralizcr 7r„ of a. Hence if a  £  Z{xi(M )) then (LA/)[Q] is homotopy 
typically different from LA/(o).
A useful picture is the following. Fix a base point for M  and consider 
fiM the based loop space of M , with respect to the point. There is a natural 
map which sends
F (0 ,t)* = F (M ) if s =  0,1
K (q ,s ,i)  = i
\
r,fos) =  § ( l - | 2 * - l | )
r 2(r/,s) =  1 - r x{q,s)
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where p is the projection to the marked point.




where we choose only one representative for each conjugacy class and tt0 is 
the centralizer of or  in t t i ( A / ) .
Proof. We have the following long exact sequence associated with this filia­
tion (11.5):
Vi ( { nM) a) - - - - - - » f f i ( ( L A / ) w )  - i U  ttK A / )  7 r j _ , ( ( n M ) t t )  ( H - 6 )
Each component of f2A/ is contractible since M  is a K ( i t ,  1). Now it is 
obvious from the long exact sequence above that LA/ is also aspherical. By 
lemma 2 we have that 7rj(LA/)[Q] ~  7tq. □
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Appendix II: Some Facts in Free Products with 
Amalgamation
l.S o m e Basic Facts about Free Products w ith  Am alga­
mation:
We recall souie definitions and theorems from group theory related to the 
free product with amalgamation. We follow the terminology and notations 
of [12] and [11].
Let Gi, Go and H be three groups and fa : H  —> Gu i = L2, be two 
injective homomorphisms. We can regard H  as a subgroup of each G*, 2 =  1,2 
and we identify each element of H  with its image under fa while we are in 
Gf. So if h €  H, then h can be considered as an element of both G\ and Go- 
Following [11], we can form the amalgamated free product G\ *// Go of Gj 
and Go over H.
There is no canonical way of presenting the elements of G\ *h G-2 uniquely. 
Once a choice of left coset representatives for G i/H  and G2f H  is made 
then every element can represented uniquely. Let ci,....c„ be a right coset 
representative for G \jH  and G-2/H .  Here is an informal description of the 
representation:
Let g be an element in Gt*//G-> and g =  g\g2..gr be a reduced presentation 
of g. Start with gr, there is an hr €  H  and Cr € G \(H  or GojH  (depending 
in which factor is gr) such that
gr =  hrcr.
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Now by replacing gr by /irCr we have g =  gig2 --Sr-ihrcr- Again there is a 
hr-1 e  H  and Cr-i such that
gr—\hr r- hr—iCr—\.
By replacing gr- \h r by /tr-iCr-i we have g = gxg2...gr- 2 hr-\Cr~\Cr- Con­
tinuing this procedure we end up with g = /iicico.-.c,.. This is the desired 
presentation. While stating it more precisely, the following theorem also as­
serts its uniqueness (i.e. its independence from the reduced word we used in 
the construction).
T heo rem  l(Sce [12] pp.201) Let G = Gt*//G-> where H  is a mutual subgroup 
of Gi and G2. Suppose a specific right coset representative systems for G \/H  
and G o/// have been selected. Then with each element of g of G we can 
associate a unique sequence13
( / 1,  c i  . . < v )
such that:
(i) h is an element, possibly 1, of / / ;
(ii) c, is a coset representative of G \(H  or G o///;
(iii) c, £  1
(iv) c, and Cj+i are not both in G\ or Go.
(v) If h' and c-s are the images of h or c,’s under the homomorphisms of 
Gj or G2 into G, then g =  h'c\d1...dr in G.
A sequence of elements 171, fife?—ilfo € G\ *u Go is called reduced if:
(1) Each <7; is in one of the factors Gj or Go;
l3This presentation is called reduced form  (see [12]).
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(2) 0i,0i+i conic from different factors; So if n > 1 then gi £ H  for all i.
(3) If n = 1 then g\ ^  1.
0102 • ■ • 0u 6 G\ *n G-> is called a  reduced word if <71, ...,0„ is a  reduced
sequence.
Every element of G can be written as g = g\Q2 ...gn where 01, 02, —, 0a is 
reduced sequence. Indeed let g =  0102' " 0 a  be an element in G 1 *// Go. If 
0; and 0,.fi are in the same factor Gi (resp. Go) then we replace 0i0i+j by 
g'i = 0i0i+1 £ Gi (resp. G2). In this way we end up with a  reduced sequence
0 i’02) - 10* and 0102 • • -0* =  0102 • • "0« =  0
A sequence of elements 01,02, —,0n 6  Gi *// G2 is called cyclically reduced 
if all cyclic permutations of the sequence 01,02, ...,0a are also reduced.
0102 "  ■ 0,1 € Gt *n Go is called a cyclically reduced word if g\, 02,..., 0,, is 
a cyclically reduced sequence.
Also every element of Gi *// Go is conjugate to 0102 • " 0„ where the se­
quence 01, 02, - , 0a is cyclically. Indeed if g = g\g'2 - - g k where g\,g2,...,g'k 
is a reduced sequence. If 0', and g'k are from different factors, then clearly 
0102' * • 0* 's cyclically reduced. Otherwise consider gkggk~l = 0*0102 * * * 0*_i 
and replace 0(.0 | by g' =  g'kg[ which is from the same factor. Now 0 ' ,0o , 0jt-i 
is cyclically.
T heo rem  2(see [11] p.187) If. Ci,Co,...c,„ u >  1, is a reduced sequence in 
G =  Gj *n Gj, then the product C1C2 • •• c,, ^  1 in G.
The following theorem describes the conjugacy classes of Gi *1 1 G2. Only 
part (?‘) is needed here.
T heorem  3(Sec [12] pp.212)
Let G =  Gi *u G2. Then every clement of G is conjugate to a  cyclically
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reduced element of G. Moreover, suppose that g is a cyclically reduced 
element of G. Then:
(i) If g is conjugate to a cyclically reduced word piP2~Pr where r  >  2; 
then g can be obtained by cyclically permuting pi,P2, —,Pr and then 
conjugating by an element of H.
(ii) If g is conjugate to an element h in H, then g is in some factor an there 
is a  sequence of h ,h \,...,h t,g  where hi is in H  and consecutive terms 
of the sequence are conjugate in some factor.
(Hi) If g is conjugate to an element g' in some factor but not in a conjugate 
of H  then g and g' are in the same factor and are conjugate in that 
factor.
L em m a 4 Suppose that G \, Go and H  are three groups with mononiorphisms 
<f>i : H —> Gf. i =  1,2 denotes the amalgamated free product of G | and Go 
over H.
Let g\ € Gi \  H  and g> 6 G2 \  H  and h ^ l  in H  such that:
(i) g ^ H 9 l n H  = 1
(ii) g2h ^  kg2.
Then two conjngacy classes [/n/tflo] and [%20i] of G[ *n G2 are different. 
Proof. Suppose that [%ipo] =  [ftf/of ]̂. It is clear that
So tk(hgt) is conjugate to gs(gih). Since g>(gih) is cyclically reduced (of 
length 2, pi =  <72 k  po =  h) by Theorem 3 part (ii), g2(gih) is conjugate
=  [frhgi] 
[hg-iOi] =  [U29i h]
(11.7)
( 11.8)
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to <72(51/1) or (5 i/t)52 by an element in H.
In the latter case we have
52( % i )  =  / t  1(51/4)52/47'
which is equivalent to
5 7 ‘(/4i 5i/4)" *52 (*5i/41) =  1.
But this contradicts Theorem 2. Since the sequence 
52 ' ’ (/4 i5 i * ) ' 1,5 2 , (/45i /41)
is a reduced sequence.
Therefore there should be an clement /ii € H  such that
52/451 =  /4i525i/4/4r'
or equivalently
52/451/41 =  h \ 3?9 \ h
or
( 5 2 / 4 ) ( 5 i / 4 i )  =  ( /4 1 5 2 ) (5 1 /4)  ( 1 1 - 9 )
Now using the uniqueness of representation in terms of left cosets of H 
Theorem l(also see the construction) the equation (11.9) implies that 51/11 
and (j\h are in the same left coset in G \ j H  or in other words, there exists 
h-2 € H such that
g i k i -  h2(jih
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or equivalently
hih’ 1 - g i xh2gi
So h\h~l = € <j\XHg\ D H  =  1 hence h2 =  h\h~l — 1 which
implies h\ =  h. By letting h\ = h in (11.9) and simplifying, it follows
g2h =  % 2
which is a contradiction. Therefore [hg\g2\ #  [hg2di\
□
2.Tree o f Groups
A tree of groups (G, T) consists of a finite tree T  and G a collection of groups
G — {Gc}cg«igcT' TTi G ^ W r .
a group Gv for every vertex v e  vert T, a  group Gc for every edge e in cdgT 
and a  monomorphism
/"  :G C-> G V
if v is a vertex of the edge e and
We call Gv a vertex group where v is a vertex of T  and Gc a  edge group if 
e is an edge of T. If v is a  vertex of the edge e then Ge can be as considered 
as a subgroup of Gv.
Suppose that (G, T) is a tree of groups, v0 a vertex of T . Let n =  |cdgT[. 
Consider a sequence of trees 7), 1 <  i < v  such that
(i) |edgT)| = i ,0  < i  < n
(ii) vcrtTo =  {t’n}.
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(iii) Ti c  Ti+1 and
(iv) Tn =  T.
Let ei,C2, ...en be the sequences of the edges and Uj, —vn be the sequence
of vertices such that
•  edgTi =  {ei}
•  vertTi =  {u0,uj}
•  cdgTi+t =  edgTi U {ei+t}, 1 <  i < n  -  1.
•  vertTj+i =  vertTi U {w/+i} 1 <  ?' <  n — 1.
Let
Gt» ~  Gn , 
and
Gt, = Gt,_i *gv„ GVn 
I < i < n
Gt  = Gt„ is called the amalgamation Gv's along Gc’s and is independent 
of the choice of the sequence Tj and depends only on (G, T) and there is an
inclusion
<r>fc : Gk —* Gr
where k  is a vertex or an edge.
The following lemma is a generalization of theorem 3.
L em m a 5 Let (G, T) be a  tree of groups and va a vertex of T. Consider 
the construction above. Suppose that [a] and [6] are two distinct conjugacy
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classes of G^, and « is not conjugate in G,,0 to an element of any the edge 
group Ge Q G^t where v0 is a vertex of e. Then [a] and [6] as the conjugacy 
classes of G r are distinct.
Proof. T f  s. d , ’s  and e,’s r re as above.
We prove the lemma by induction. We prove that for every i, 1 <  i < n
(1) [a] and [6] are distinct as conjugacy classes of Gr,-
(2) a is not conjugate in Gt, to an element in the vertex group Gw, where 
w  ^  Vo is a  vertex of T).
By the assumption and part (iii) of theorem 3 it follows that that tin* 
statement of induction is true. For the second part, a in conjugate in Grx 
to an element in GVl, then again by the third part of theorem 3, a has to be 
conjugate to an clement of GCI and then by part (ii) it has to be conjugate in 
GtY) to an clement of the vertex group GCi which contradicts our assumption.
Suppose that the statement is true for i. By the second statement of 
the induction for i, a in not conjugate in Gr, to an element of Gt.1+t C Grt- 
Therefore by part (iii), a and b represent different conjugacy classes in <?•/•+, 
as
G t1+1 =  Gr, *g,1+i GVi+1,
proving the first statement of the induction for i + 1. To prove the second 
statement for i+  1. suppose that by contrary a is conjugate to an element of 
Gw, where w £  i:0 and w € 7)+1.
Since
Grl+i =  Gr, * g , , +1 G,.l+1,
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and a is not conjugate in Grt to an element of GCj+t then again by part
(iii) of theorem 3 we must have u? € T* and a is conjugate in Gt, to an element 
of Gw. This contradicts the assumption of the induction for i. Hence the 
second statement of the induction holds for i +  1.
Finally for i =  n  we get the statement of the lemma. □
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Appendix III: Finite Covers of Certain Seifert 
Manifolds with Incompressible Boundary
This appendix is devoted to explaining some facts that are used in the proof 
of main theorem, section 9. We follow the convention introduced section 8.
C on stru c tio n  1: Suppose M  is a compact orientablc Seifert manifold 
with g =  0. p  =  1 and 6 =  2 and where the singular fiber is of type (2,1). 
Then M  has a double cover M ' with g' =  0, />' =  0 and b' =  3 boundary 
components and two of the boundary components are identified under the 
covering map :
Consider D C R 2 the unit disk centered at the origin and F  a  union of 
two open disks of radius 1/3 centered at (1/2,0) and (—1/2,0) (Figure 10). 
Let M ' — N  x  S1 where
N  = D \ F .
Figure 10: N
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Z2 acts on A/' freely where the action on both factors is realized by 180° 
rotation.
pre-inmge of singular fiber
singular fiber of multiplicity 2
M
Figure 11: Double cover A/' with 3 boundary components 
Indeed,
M = M 'JIr
and AI' is the desired double covering (Figure 11). A/' lias 3 boundary 
components, of which two are identified under the covering map. □
C on stru c tio n  2: Let M  be a compact orient able Seifert manifold with 
g =  0, b =  1 and p = 2 singular fibers of type (2,1) and (r, s). Then M  has
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a double cover M ' with g' — 0, b' =  1 and p' = 2 and the singular fibers are 
of type (r,s):
Let N  be the 2-spherc S 2 \  D  C R3, where D  is a set of n  open disks 
located on the equator in xy-plane which is invariant under 2tt/$  rotation 
around --axis and 180° rotation; and If s  is even then D  does not meet the 
x  axis otherwise D  meets the z-axis exactly a t one point.
z-axis
Figure 12: Double cover M
The 2s-Dihedral group,
Do* = <  a,b\a2 =  1 =  b~l >
acts on M ' =  N  x S1 freely (sec Figure 12);
(i) a acts by 180° rotation about z-axis in the first factor and 180° rotation 
in the second factor.
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(ii) b acts by 2n/s  rotation in the first factor and 2rir/s rotation in the 
second factor.
Let M ' = N / < b >, then A/' is a Seifert manifold with two singular 
fibers of type (r, s) and one boundary component and base surface a disk. 
< a > acts on A/' freely since < b > is normal subgroup of D2t. Indeed,
A/ =  A /7 < a >
C o n stru c tio n  3: Let A/ be a compact Seifert manifold with g =  0, b =  1 
and p =  2 singular fibers of type (2,1). Then A/ has a double cover A/' with 
g' = 0 , b' =  2 and p' =  0 and the boundary components of M  are identified 
homeomorphically under the coving map:
Consider the annulus C = S 1 x [—1,1] C R3, where S 1 is the unit circle 
in {x,y)  plane and centered ar the origin (Figure 13).
V
Figure 13: Annulus C  C R3
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Z2 acts on C  with a and b as the only fixed points. The action is realized 
by 180° rotation about y axis, 
acts on
A/' = C  x S*
freely where the action on the first factor as described above and on the 
second factor is rotation by 180°. Indeed,
M  as AI'JZj
and the boundary components of M ' are identified under homeomorphically. 
Lem m a 1 Let M  be a closed oriented 3-manifold and T  be the collection of 
ton provided by torus decomposition of M . Suppose that M \ T  = MjUMoU 
...Mn with all M i’s Seifert manifold such that:
(1) n > 3 and gi — 0 for all i ’s;
(2) b{ =  i>„ =  1 and bj —  2 for i  j-- l , n ;
(3) pi =  2 , A\ =  {2, r};
(4) =  1 an(l ^2  =  {2} ;
Then M  has a double cotter M whose torus decomposition has a Seifert com­
ponent with 3 boundary components.
Proof. Let M[ be the double cover of M\ provided by Construction 2 and 
M.\ be the double cover of A/2 by Construction 1. M{ has one boundary 
S  component with an induced involution by the covering map. M'2 has 3




< 3 )  («) (< 5 ),a (< )J)" '
^ ( r ,  s) singular fiber
Figure 14: Double cover M
boundary components T\, T> and T3 where 7o and T3 are identified under 
the covering map and T\ has an induced involution.
Glue M[ and Mk along along S  and T\ and then two copies of M3 U 
~Ml • • «  to M{ U Mk along 7o and T3 in such a way that the result is a
S= T\
covering of M . This is the double covering which has a  Seifert component 
with two singular fibers of multiplicity r  (Figure 14). □
Lem m a 2 Let M  be a closed oriented 3-manifold and T  be the collection of 
tori provided by tonus decomposition of M . Suppose that M \ T  = My U Mo 
with all My’s Seifert manifold such that:
(1) i>, =  1, 7;, =  2 and A\ -  {2,r} ;
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(2) &2 =  It P2  =  2 and A2 = {2,s}.
Then M  has a double cover whose torus decomposition 2 Seifert components 
with 2 singular fibers o f multiplicity r  and s.
Proof Let jl/{ and M2 be 2-covers of M\ and M2 provided by Construction 2. 
M[ and ML have one boundary component where the covering map induces 
an involution on the boundary. Glue M \ and ML along the boundary in such 
a way that the result is a double cover of M. This is the desired 2-cover. □
ML
Figure 15: Double cover M  with a non separating torus
Lem m a 3 Let M  be a closed oriented 3-manifold and T  be the collection of 
tori provided by torus decomposition of M . Suppose that M \ T  = M\ UiV/2U 
...A/„ with all M i’s Seifert manifold; and
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(1) 6, =  6n =  I; bi = 2 f o r i  ±  l ,n ;
(2) pi =  p„ =  2;
(3) A i = A n = {2}.
Then M  has a double cover with a non separating torus.
Proof. The desired 2-covcr of A/ is constructed as follows: Let A/{ A  M  j 
and A/' &  M„ be the double covers of A/i and A/n provided by Construction 
3. Consider two copies of M  \  (A/j U A/„) and glued them to A/( U M so that 
the result M  double-covers M  (Figure 15) in such a ways that covering map 
restricted to M[ and A/' is f \  and /2 and on the rest of M  it is the trivial 
covering map. This can be done since the covering map / j  {/„) identifies 
different components of M{ (resp. A/'). □
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